Can headless screw used in fixation of the scaphoid proximal pole fracture be broken after wrist trauma? An unreported complication of scaphoid surgery
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Abstract

The post-traumatic impairment of blood supply of the scaphoid bones’ proximal pole is the subject of controversy in the surgical techniques which would heal this fracture. In a surgery performed with a dorsal approach, the main goal is to make a strong fixation with a small incision and a good implant without disturbing the blood supply of the bone. To date, complications related to surgical treatment of scaphoid proximal pole fractures have been reported in detail. However, there is no other study which presents headless screw failure which placed for the scaphoid proximal pole fracture surgery. Although implant technologies have been developed nowadays, our case report highlights that the endurance of these implants has not been carried out in such proximal pole fractures of the scaphoid, yet. Herein, we present the explanation of a broken headless screw which was placed into the proximal pole fracture of scaphoid, avoiding to affect bone stock of the scaphoid surgical technique. We believe that this surgical technique would be helpful to manage similar difficult situations for orthopedic surgeons.
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Case Report

A 22-year-old otherwise healthy, right-hand dominant machine male technician was referred to our center one week after injuring his left wrist. His medical history revealed that the trauma was in the form of falling on the outstretched hand with the forearm in pronation. He had an operation in an external center...
almost three months ago and the pain and limitation of movement started due to falling on the wrist one week ago. Physical examination was significant for tenderness on the dorsoradial aspect of the scaphoid of the left wrist. His active range of motion was 30° extension, 40° flexion, 20° radial deviation, and 30° ulnar deviation. Plain X-ray and computed tomography (CT) images at the time of evaluation showed an unhealed proximal pole fracture and a broken headless screw (Figure 1). Also, it was suspected that there might be an ulnar translation of the carpus following the last trauma. Although there was no physical examination finding suggestive of wrist instability, previous radiographs of the patient were requested. Relevant information was obtained based on the previous radiological images, which were performed in another center prior to primary surgery (Figure 2). Accordingly, the carpus gradually moved to the ulna along the fracture line with the first trauma and in follow-up images. The patient was followed with a short scaphoid cast for the first eight weeks and, when the fracture was displaced, surgery was decided. The surgery was performed dorsally with the headless screw, the plaster application was continued for an additional one month. The headless screw inside the scaphoid bone, which did not heal, was broken due to a newly added trauma three months after the operation. Therefore, the patient was referred to our hospital.

The patient was placed in a removable long opponens splint and revision surgery was planned, after the informed consent form was obtained from the patient. Surgery was performed by two certified orthopedic hand surgeons and follow-up was conducted by these two surgeons. Distal radius vascularized bone grafts were not preferred, as the old incision was longitudinal from dorsal and the pedicle might be compromised at initial surgery.

The initial incision was used extending 2 cm proximally. The extensor pollicis longus tendon was taken out of the extensor compartment and rolled over to the radial side. The joint capsule was opened a L-shaped flap. The wrist was flexed and the proximal end of the headless screw was easily removed with a screwdriver. The non-healed bone region was distracted with manual traction and the distal end of the screw embedded into the bone was presented. A 1.2-mm Kirschner wire (K-wire) was driven with a drill to tighten into a 2.5-mm broken part of the headless screw. As the diameter of the K-wire was slightly larger than the inner diameter of the screw, the K-wire stuck into the screw. The drill was, then, turned in the opposite direction and the screw was removed (Figure 3). Thus, the removal of the implant in the distal pole was performed without impairing the circulation of the scaphoid. Pure cancellous autograft bone was harvested from the distal radius through a dorsal window just proximal to Lister’s tubercle. The autograft was compressed in a syringe and, then, packed into the cavity within the bone with a small impactor. A more antegrade central fixation was carried out with a 2.8-mm headless screw (Acutrak®; Acumed LLC, OR, USA) after the bone grafting was completed (Figure 4).

The Colles cast was applied for two weeks postoperatively and wrist rehabilitated after cast removal. The tenderness of wrist which was originated

---

**FIGURE 1.** Plain X-ray images of an unhealed proximal pole fracture and a broken 2.5 headless screw.
from non-healed scaphoid bone disappeared after three months and wrist extension was reported as 60° and flexion as 40°. At three months, there were radiographic signs of healing in the nonunion area without bone resorption (Figure 5). The patient, who was followed for 14 months after surgery, returned to work five months after the last surgery with a good functional condition. The bridging trabecula was found on CT scans in two planes at nine months (Figure 6).

**DISCUSSION**

Poor healing which is associated with scaphoid bones’ proximal pole fractures are likely to be multifactorial. The proximal pole of the scaphoid is poorly vascularized, with the majority of its perfusion supplied by the dorsal ridge vasculature by retrograde flow. The proximal fragment also tends to be very small, which complicates the fixation of the scaphoid bone. Roughly one-third of acute proximal pole fractures go on to nonunion, when treated non-operatively.

There are several options for the treatment of a proximal pole scaphoid nonunion. Due to the difficulty in achieving union, several vascularized bone grafts have been described. Earlier reports claimed that proximal pole nonunions were not manageable with cancellous bone grafting; however,
there is a paradigm shift with modern fixation techniques.\[4\] Luchetti et al.\[5\] presented 20 patients with established proximal pole scaphoid nonunions treated with curettage and cancellous autograft from the distal radius and screw fixation. Bone union was achieved in 18 of 20 patients (90\%) as evidenced by CT imaging. Two nonunions that did not heal were treated with repeat curettage and debridement and iliac crest bone grafting without revision of fixation. The authors concluded that applying new implants with the right technique allowed to achieve satisfactory results even in proximal pole fractures of the scaphoid bone. In our case, the reason for not using vascularized dorsal bone grafts was that the

FIGURE 3. Headless screw that was broken came out with the help of a thin Kirschner wire attached to the reamer and turned in the opposite direction.

FIGURE 4. Postoperative images of a stable fixation with a 2.8-mm Acutrak® screw

FIGURE 5. Plain radiographs showing new consolidated bone areas in nonunion zone at Month 3.
initial incision was also made of dorsal which could affect the pedicle. We did not use iliac bone graft to prevent an additional morbidity to the patient who was sufficiently traumatized.

In the present case, the initial displacement of the carpus to the ulnar side indicated an injury to the palmar/dorsal radiocarpal ligaments, and nonspecific attenuation of the radiocarpal capsule was also considered as previously described.[6] The aim was to improve scaphoid nonunion, as there was no instability on physical examination, and enough time had already passed for soft tissue healing with immobilization.

Fixation with screws are shown to provide more successful union rates than fixation with K-wires.[7] However, it is still controversial which screw type is more suitable for proximal pole nonunion. There are two types of headless compression screws which are mostly used in our clinic. The Herbert™ (Zimmer MedizinSystems Corp., IN, USA) screws with threads running in the same direction is one of them, although the proximal portion has a wider pitch to its thread. Thus, when the proximal threads engage in the bone, they tend to move through the bone faster than the threads at the distal end, leading to the two ends of the bone to compress together. The Acutrak® screws are cannulated and headless screws, which allow it to be implanted below the surface of the bone. These screws use the same concept of variable thread pitch as the Herbert™ screws; however, unlike the Herbert™ screws, they are fully threaded, with continuously varying pitch along their length. This variable pitch creates constant compression across a fracture as the screw is advanced, and gives the screw its unique appearance. This feature may improve internal holding power, as well as allow a fracture or osteotomy site to lie anywhere along the length of the screw.[8] Despite the difference in compression between Acutrak® and Herbert™ screws, functional outcomes and time to bone healing are comparable in scaphoid proximal pole nonunion.[9]

Propagation of a fracture at the site of screw insertion is one of the major complications reported after scaphoid's proximal pole fracture surgery.[5] The variable pitch cannulated headless Acutrak® screw placed without the use of the second drill bit (profile drill), particularly in the proximal pole fractures, is particularly vulnerable. In cases of scaphoid nonunion with reduced vascularity, proximal bone may be weakened and, thus, unable to withstand the pressure load on the scaphoid. Simply placing the screw after drilling with the standard long drill bit can generate an excessive hoop stress, leading to iatrogenic fracture line propagation from the screw entry point during the insertional torque. Therefore,
some authors recommend the Herbert\textsuperscript{TM} screw instead of Acutrak\textsuperscript{®} while fixing the proximal pole fracture of the scaphoid.\textsuperscript{[6,10]} In our case, it is worth mentioning that, if we had a Herbert\textsuperscript{TM} screw, we would definitely use it. In such a case, what is more important than the choice of the screw type is a rigid fixation to be made with a bone graft without creating a new fracture line.

The fact that the 2.5 mm headless screw was broken compelled us to use a larger compression screw. We preferred Acutrak\textsuperscript{®} of 2.8 mm and turned the screw driver very slowly and controlled while burying the head under the cartilage. To the best of our knowledge, for the first time in the literature, the patient was treated with a new surgical technique of screw removal, simple curettage, and local bone graft obtained from the dorsal aspect of the adjacent distal radius and finally fixation with a larger antegrade headless screw. We consider that the quality of the broken screw and the material produced or the inadequate insertion of the threaded bone screw may cause this complication.

In the initial surgery, it was easily detected that the screw was placed slightly eccentrically on the capitate side of the proximal scaphoid. The screw that was not placed centrally in the proximal fragment had to bear almost all of the loads on the scaphoid bone. In this case, a misplaced screw may have been overloaded and fatigue may have developed over time. Central placement of the screw in the proximal fragment of the scaphoid had superior results, compared to those after eccentric positioning of the screw.\textsuperscript{[31]} Hence, every effort and technique should be applied with care to place a central screw in scaphoid fractures.

The only available data regarding the implant written in the surgery report is that this screw is a 2.5-mm headless compression screw without a trademark or brand name. Therefore, we are curious about whether this screw was broken due to a failure in the production phase. Any study was found about biomechanical study of the screw, which was placed in the initial surgery. Due to these issues, the following question could not be answered in our case: Was the screw breakage due to metallic fatigue or did the sudden forces acting on scaphoid with the newly added trauma exceed the endurance strength of the implant?

Insertion of a small or large screw from the dorsal scaphoid should be also discussed. Among the headless screws we use, the small screws are longer than the wider ones. Although screws with a smaller diameter are longer, a smaller diameter can have an adverse effect on fixation strength. Biomechanical studies have shown that wider screws provide better resistance to lateral displacement forces, as their resistance is proportional to the radius of the screw to the fourth power.\textsuperscript{[12]} This is exactly why we used a screw that was wide and long enough for the revision of this case.

It is well known that the scaphoid bone is the narrowest at the proximal pole. Although large screws are more durable, there is a handicap in demonstrating CT recovery in proximal fractures of the scaphoid. If a wide screw is placed in a narrow area, it may not be always possible to show the bridging trabeculae, as it is expected. The use of larger implants may result in less bridging trabeculae.

In conclusion, implants and application technique used in the scaphoid proximal pole fractures seem to overcome difficulties and fatigue of microsurgical techniques. Consequently, a stable and load-bearing fixation respecting the biology would always heal the bone with minimal damage. Also, we believe that this surgical technique would be helpful to manage similar difficult situations for orthopedic surgeons.
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